A Friend Called Anne

With black-and-white photographs, this
eloquent memoir by Jopie, the best friend
of Anne Frank, offers a firsthand
perspective on life in Nazi-occupied
Amsterdam, and an intimate, humanizing
remembrance of perhaps the most famous
victim of the Holocaust.

When Jacqueline met Anne on her way home from school in the 1940s, the two girls formed an instant friendship. But
with every day came anA Friend Called Anne Presents the story of Jacqueline van Maarsen and her friendship with
Anne Frank before Anne and her family went into hiding and recalls As a resident of Amsterdam who was lucky
enough to be deported and not sent to concentration camps like other families, Jopie, a close friend When Jacqueline
met Anne on her way home from school in the 1940s, the two girls formed an instant friendship. But with every day
came anAnne Franks Story: Her Life Retold for Children. $3.80. Paperback. A Friend Called Anne: One girls story of
War, Peace and a unique friendship. $10.99This is the true story of two best friends, one of whom was Anne Frank.
Since their first meeting at school in Amsterdam in September 1941, Jacqueline van Another entry in the Anne Frank
canon. Van Maarsen and Anne were classmates, neighbors and best, inseparable friends in Amsterdam from A Friend
Called Anne: One Girls Story of War, Peace, and a Unique Friendship with Anne Frank. Jacqueline van Maarsen, retold
for children by Carol Anne Lee. Teenager Anne Frank faithfully kept a diary while her family was in hiding from the
Nazis during the Second World War.Shelves: 2015, childrens-lit, nonfiction, world-war-2. A Friend Called Anne is a
piece of nonfiction told by Jacqueline van Maarsen who was a friend of Anne Frank. Van Maarsen lived in Amsterdam
alongside Anne during the Nazi occupation.Jacqueline was Anne Franks best friend. They attended school together,
played board games, and held movie parties for their friends and families. However Jacqueline wrote 4 books about the
friendship between her and Anne Frank, and this book A Friend Called Anne is one of them. Reading theBuy A Friend
Called Anne by Jacqueline van Maarsen, Carol Ann Lee (ISBN: 9780141317243) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday
low prices and freeMy Friend Anne Frank [Jacqueline Van Maarsen] on . *FREE* A Friend Called Anne by Jacqueline
van Maarsen Paperback $6.99. Only 5 left inJacqueline van Maarsen met Anne Frank in 1941, and the two girls quickly
became best friends. A Friend Called Annedetails their relationship and reveals AnneSynopsis. This is the true story of
two best friends, one of whom was Anne Frank. Since their first meeting at school in Amsterdam in September 1941,
Jacqueline
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